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Promiscuous Signification: Leprosy Suspects in a Photographic Archive of Skin

In 1903, a photograph of a Hawaiian leprosy patient appeared in the lead article of the Journal of the American Medical Association, “Leprosy in the Hawaiian Islands” (fig. 1). The author, a Philadelphia physician named Judson Daland, identified the male subject only by his clinical symptoms: “Leprosy, showing the characteristic plantar ulceration and changes in the fingers.” The image, along with those of seven other patients from Hawai‘i, dominated the text and drew the viewer’s eye to the open sores on his feet and fingers. Offering intimate optic encounters with the somatic alterities of leprous bodies, this photograph and its companions merged the horrors of leprosy with specific Hawaiian pathological cases. Daland linked racial difference to this disease, confidently declaring that Hawaiians were subject to a “peculiar susceptibility” to leprosy, while whites were not.1

A decade later, another American physician repurposed the very same clinical image of this leprosy patient for a different purpose. This time, the photograph was used to promote a putatively successful surgical cure for leprosy. The caption in the 1913 New York Medical Journal read: “Illustrating surgical treatment of hand and foot,” although no surgery had been performed on this patient.2 The appearances of this clinical photograph ten years apart suggest how photographs of leprosy patients performed much
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cultural work. Western scientists relied on images of raced bodies with radically altered skin and body parts to draw attention to their clinical and public health narratives. At the same time, these images firmly attached this dreaded disease to people and bodies from the Pacific.

But what was the specific origin and history of this photograph? How did it come to travel from Hawai‘i to American medical journals and generate such flexible meanings? Why was it taken and whom did it represent? These answers can be partially found by tracing this photograph back to its original entry in the Hawai‘i Board of Health (BOH) archive in 1902 (fig. 2). The patient was a nineteen-year-old Hawaiian man named John Kapuahi, also known as Keoni Kapuahi. He was one of at least eight thousand leprosy suspects apprehended in Hawai‘i under its leprosy segregation law between

**Figure 1.** Photograph published in Judson Daland, “Leprosy in the Hawaiian Islands,” *Journal of the American Medical Association* 41 (November 7, 1903).

**Figure 2.** Clinical photograph of John Kapuahi, Case 148, March 12, 1902. Hawai‘i State Archives.
1866 and 1969. Kapuahi’s file was created when he entered the leprosy detention hospital, known also as the Kalihi receiving station in the port city of Honolulu, on February 3, 1902. A few weeks later, his photograph was taken there. Determined to have leprosy, John Kapuahi was sent to the remote northern peninsula of the island of Molokai that had been set aside as a leprosy settlement. He died there at the age of twenty-six in 1910.

Kapuahi’s photograph resides among approximately 1,400 other images of people suspected of having leprosy in what is now the Hawai‘i State Archives. The images are organized not by name, but as serial cases: one number per individual suspect, a clinical dossier created by date of examination. Kapuahi’s photograph represents the medical and juridical process of examining, diagnosing, and archiving leprosy suspects on the borders of the US insular empire. Hawai‘i became an incorporated territory of the United States in 1900, following the US-backed overthrow of its sovereign and subsequent illegal annexation. Carrying out a strict leprosy isolation and segregation policy that criminalized leprosy beginning in 1866, white Western physicians posted at all island districts reported suspicious cases of leprosy to the Board of Health. Ordinary people were also required to self-report symptoms and surrender themselves to medical authorities. The vast majority of the men, women, and children exiled to the Molokai settlement were Native Hawaiian, with a smaller number of immigrants from Portugal, Japan, China, Korea, and the Philippines.

Today scientists understand leprosy to be communicable through slow-growing bacteria in respiratory droplets. Now known as Hansen’s disease, leprosy is not highly infectious and contracting it requires long-term exposure to untreated patients. It became curable in the mid-twentieth century with antibiotics, but in the nineteenth century no cure existed and there were few effective treatments. The disease can cause nerve damage in the hands, feet, skin, and eyes with disfiguring effects. Although leprosy had been endemic in parts of Western Europe and reappeared in England in the 1840s, it caused great panic in the West during the high age of empire as an “imperial danger” allegedly spread by racialized populations from colonies. By the late nineteenth century, Western scientists concurred that leprosy was caused by a bacterial infection, but they did not know its etiology or transmission. Was it a hereditary condition, or was it communicable through food, soil, or skin contact? Lacking clear answers and cures, physicians who gathered in Berlin at the first international leprosy conference in 1897 could only recommend the isolation of patients to halt its spread.

During this period, Hawai‘i became famous worldwide for its numerous leprosy cases and compulsory medical segregation law; the Molokai leprosy settlement incarcerated far more patients than did settler colonies in South Africa, Australia, and New Zealand. The Hawaiian archipelago in the
North Pacific Ocean enabled scientists and public health officials to investigate leprosy as it developed and was experienced among different racial groups. Native Hawaiians were especially vulnerable to the disease, but recent immigrant laborers from Portugal, Japan, and China, as well as white settlers of all economic classes, were among confirmed sufferers.

Not only did Hawai‘i isolate and exile thousands of these patients, but its health bureau had also begun to photograph and archive individual cases beginning in the 1870s. This imaging became more systematic by the 1890s. More than any other colonial or tropical location, Hawai‘i produced spectacular images of leprosy patients that were collected, archived, and selectively published for transnational observers in political and medical venues. Yet despite this broad circulation, we know remarkably little about the production and institutional contexts of this visual archive and even less of its meanings.

In this essay I trace the production and archival force of these leprosy photographs. I discuss the construction of the archive of leprosy and the promiscuous signification of its contents, drawing upon approaches to “archiving-as-process rather than archives-as-things” proposed by Ann L. Stoler and Warwick Anderson in their respective studies of colonial archives and biomedicine. With few exceptions, studies of leprosy and tropical medicine pay only passing attention to photographic technologies and visual culture beyond illustrations of medical and social categories. Yet these leprosy photographs were critical, not incidental, foundations of an archival system of medico-juridical segregation and racialized biomedical knowledge. Internally they established evidence for the legal and medical category of leprosy that consigned a person to lifelong exile. The photographs also remained indefinitely in the archive, taking on a life of their own even after the people they indexed had died. Far outside the Hawaiian Islands, they circulated prolifically, generating political capital and advancing claims of racial-sexual pathology in medical literature. Photographs were valuable resources girding epistemologies of biomedicine, racial-sexual pathology, and alterity. As elaborate ways of knowing, they both produced and reveal settler and imperial Western anxieties about racial-sexual intimacies in Hawai‘i.

Historically leprosy has been one of the most visually represented of skin diseases. Illustrations of sufferers date back to the Middle Ages, and the first colored lithographs of leprosy patients were published in Norway in 1847. This more generic iconography did not tie leprous bodies strongly to race, nationality, place, or cultural practices, however, while the Hawai‘i photographs linked unclean sexuality and domesticity with racial difference and infection.

Colonial biomedicine and public health institutions fixed an intense eroticized gaze on indigenous and immigrant leprosy suspects, who were sometimes captured wholly or partially nude in order to expose deformities and somatic differences. In this essay, I include selected photographs from
the leprosy archive that enable critical analysis of this history of patient exposure, while conceding that they may risk re-inscription of that epistemic violence. However, the most spectacularized forms of visual stigmata and nude patient photographs are not reproduced here in full, as a deliberate methodological and ethical consideration informed by ongoing discussions with Hansen’s disease patient advocates and caregivers in Hawai‘i. The people represented within the archive were more than biomedical subjects; indeed, they persist as kūpuna (elders) whose ‘iwi (bones) and memory are treasured by descendants. The conclusion of the essay attempts to balance the scopophilic clinical gaze with photographs featuring subjects who perform not just as leprosy patients but also as people who wove a complex social and cultural community of care.

The Medico-Juridical Archive: Photographing Suspects

The archive that remains of a century of leprosy management by the Hawai‘i Board of Health is both detailed and incomplete. During a sixteen-year period between 1895 and 1910, the board archived approximately 900 individual patient files and 1,400 clinical photographs of patients. These images represent only part of a much longer process of photographing leprosy patients. Known in Hawaiian as Papa Ola, the BOH began photographing patients as early as 1878 and continued to take photographs at least until the 1950s. Collectively, then, these extant images represent an archival practice and investment in photography that spanned more than half a century.

This archive of skin is distinct as a genre of medical photography, for it was not a collection of images of pathology by individual physicians, but a visual practice instituted and financed by the colonial state. It may constitute the most extensive visual and biopolitical cataloging of indigenous and Asian bodies within America’s Pacific empire. While American physicians advocated the use of photography to document unusual or spectacular clinical cases in the 1880s, and some were even photographing their own patients for purposes of diagnosis and documentation decades earlier, the Hawai‘i archive represents a broader scale and functional organization of colonial medical photography.

The leprosy suspects who entered the Kalihi detention center—known as the “Receiving Station” or “Government Hospital for Lepers”—were treated as inmates and lost the liberty to come and go. The hospital was enclosed by an eight-foot-high double fence and an eight-foot-long border. Detained in this carceral environment, patients were deprived of access to family members who were nonpatients. With few exceptions,
the suspects remained at the receiving station until they were exiled to the Molokai colony for life. It was here that photographs were shot after the suspect’s first medical intake examination. Photographing each leprosy suspect was likely a costly and time-consuming endeavor. The hospital did not have its own photographer, so this labor was outsourced to a studio photographer in Honolulu on a noncontract basis.\textsuperscript{22}

The clinical photograph was a medical and juridical piece of evidence. The Board of Health relied on photographs to confirm a clinical diagnosis of leprosy and to document the suspect’s somatic condition upon capture. Though the earliest intake photographs in the archive date back to 1895, the BOH made photography an explicit part of medical diagnosis in 1898: “It was ordered that all persons pronounced by the Board of Medical Examiners to be lepers shall be photographed and a record preserved of the name of the patient, number of the case, date of examination, and a description of the symptoms upon which the diagnosis was based.”\textsuperscript{23}

The 1865 Act to Prevent the Spread of Leprosy gave health agents the “full power” to isolate and exile all those it deemed leprous in Hawai‘i.\textsuperscript{24} As authorized by the 1865 leprosy act, the Board of Health’s medical and juridical functions merged. The Hawai‘i Supreme Court further confirmed the legality of the BOH’s carceral practices when it ruled in 1884 that the board’s exercise of “police power”—the segregation of some to protect the majority—was constitutional.\textsuperscript{25} Medical determinations of contagion and infection thus became entangled with imprisonment and sentencing. By the 1890s, photographs were incorporated into the board’s visual inspections, constituting evidence for three medical and juridical categories: “not a leper,” “suspect,” and “leper.” A “leper” was someone who was “incurable or capable of spreading the disease of leprosy.” Those in this category were exiled to the Molokai settlement for the rest of their lives.\textsuperscript{26} A “suspect” was someone who was a “doubtful” case or “not in sufficiently advanced stages” to spread the disease. These suspects were released to their own communities, but required to report once a month to physicians in their district. Of those inspected, the largest number was sentenced as “lepers,” followed by “suspects,” and a much smaller set of nonleprous subjects.\textsuperscript{27}

Above all, the photograph dominated the clinical record. In Hawai‘i, the photograph was the central part of the leprosy case file, traveling with a patient’s clinical file, sometimes for decades. Unlike other contemporaneous identification systems that relied on textual descriptions, the case files were not so much “commitments to paper” as commitments to images.\textsuperscript{28} The photographs, measuring about eight by ten inches, were printed on albumen paper and mounted on thick cardboard. They are heavy, bored through with insect holes and occasionally dusted with droppings, as is the photograph, shot in 1901, of twenty-two-year-old Maria Alexander (fig. 3).
The Board of Health published its procedures and publicized legible outcomes that lent the appearance of scientific objectivity, juridical fairness, and impartiality to their operation. Since a positive diagnosis of leprosy led to lifelong detention and separation from one’s natal community, the board sought to document rational and incontrovertible proof of infection. How would the camera assist with such evidence?

Scholars of nineteenth-century medical photography have argued that Western physicians readily adopted photographic technologies because they believed the camera extended, and even improved, the objective medical gaze and diagnostic abilities. In Hawai‘i, the medical camera came into use for leprosy diagnosis only after a government physician, during an initial physical examination of an individual, had already suspected infection. Optimally, the camera would render visible the pathologies on the surface of the skin, which would serve as medical and legal proof of infection. Ideally, the pathological symptoms first notated by the physician would be visible in the photograph that was shot several days or weeks after the initial examination. The photograph was especially relied upon to confirm clinical diagnoses in Hawai‘i leprosy cases at the turn of the century, where the photograph exposed skin and parts of the body most often affected—the hands, arms, feet, ears, and face—that the doctor had already notated as showing advanced symptoms of infection.

The 1903 case of a fourteen-year-old Hawaiian girl named Meleana Pookalani reveals the connection between the physician’s eye and the truth claims of the medical photograph. In three consecutive sections printed on Meleana’s intake record—“hands: atrophied,” “contracted,” and “fingers”—the physician filled in the corresponding answers: “yes, left,” “yes, left,” and “left re[tracted] and contracted” at her physical examination on April 2,
1903. The link between leprosy and her affected hand was affirmed with the photograph taken more than a week later, on April 11, 1903 (fig. 4). In it, Meleana spread the fingers of her left hand and held them against her chest; she was likely instructed to do so in order to expose the hand that the physician had indicated earlier as affected. As with Meleana, the medical camera worked best for indexing advanced signs of leprosy once they had manifested on the surface of the skin.

![Clinical photograph of Meleana Pookalani, Case 263, April 11, 1903. Hawai'i State Archives.](image)

Despite this apparent confidence in the camera, findings or diagnosis of leprosy could be contradicted by the image itself. Unlike smallpox, plague, and measles, where somatic changes and death took only days, leprosy could take years to surface on the skin. Some symptoms of leprosy like erythema (superficial red patches) were difficult for the camera to capture, highlighting the discrepancy between the doctor’s expectations and the camera’s ambiguous output.

As in these cases from 1895, the medical camera could not and did not consistently provide visual evidence or support the positive diagnosis of the physician. Two Hawaiian boys, ages sixteen and eighteen, each were photographed holding similar poses on June 11, 1895. Ponapake Lapalio and Joe Kauhane stood wearing only a *malo* (loincloth), each one with an arm bent and held up against his side.³¹ The physician handwrote below Lapalio’s photograph: “Note: arm and forearm not contracted as shown in photo. But hand and fingers shrunken and contracted.” He scrawled a nearly identical phrase under Kauhane’s photograph.
Here, the medical camera could not produce what the doctor desired. The shrunken hands are not visible in the image, nor is the arm contracted as it appears in the image. In other words, the arm that appears crooked in the photograph was not actually crooked. The government physician needed to intervene narratively and explain these discrepancies between the photograph and his own medical observation. Rather than bestowing self-evident knowledge, the camera revealed itself a “subjective apparatus.”

Intimate Relations and Skin

Leprosy affected people of all ages, nationalities, classes, and ethnicities in the United States, Europe, and their possessions, including native-born and settler whites. Yet by far the largest group imaged in this archive of skin was Native Hawaiian, followed by Chinese and Japanese immigrants. While white Europeans and Americans may have experienced lower rates of infection, they were not ensnared in the carceral net with the same intensity, nor were they readily entered into the visual archive. Why? The Board of Health, which itself was composed largely of wealthy white settlers, only reluctantly detained and exiled whites for having leprosy. These cases seem to have been unreported, underreported, or kept secret by the board to avoid embarrassment to Hawai‘i and the individuals’ home countries. Some Europeans and Americans who had the means to do so left Hawai‘i upon learning that they had contracted the disease. They were known to escape exile by going to the United States, Japan, or Germany for treatment. Board physician Dr. George Trousseau encouraged white foreigners to repatriate and even paid the return fare for those lacking the means in the 1880s.

Western scientists and physicians debated whether leprosy was a hereditary condition. Despite this lack of consensus, many treated it as a racial disease. Physicians practicing in Hawai‘i believed that Hawaiians, and to a lesser degree, Asians, were prone to infection due to purported biological susceptibility and cultural habits. American medical journals characterized what they viewed as Hawaiians’ domestic disorder, promiscuity, communal eating, sleeping arrangements, and lack of cleanliness as links to leprosy.

American physician and former Molokai settlement physician George Fitch, writing about the etiology of leprosy in 1892, relied on florid prose to capture Hawaiians engaging in illicit relations with one another and with white foreigners: “Before the advent of the whites in Hawaii, marriage, as we understand the word, one male and one female consecrating themselves to each other only, was practically unknown.” Besides promiscuous intercourse, Fitch alludes to Hawaiian improvidence, drunkenness, and incest as causes for moral and physical degeneration. By contrast, Caucasian settlers
lived in legible hetero-normative domestic households; these subjects were thought to possess a naturally “high degree of immunity.” Hawaiians were explicitly and implicitly blamed as the cause of Caucasian cases.

This habit of discursively scrutinizing the intimate spaces of Hawaiian bodily practices underwrote the ethos and visual practices of the colonial medical inspection, intake form, and clinical photograph. The BOH physician queried each suspect about a family history of leprosy that corresponded to specific lines on the preprinted form for the condition of the patient’s father, mother, brother, and sister. The question “Any relative or intimate associate past or present leprous?” demanded either a confession or a disavowal from the patient: it required a suspect to confess to any association with kin and friends who had been caught, or to disavow those very same social relations.

When fifty-five year-old Kaulili Kuula was examined as case 382 in March 1904, her response was recorded as: “Had a cousin sent to M. [Molokai] as a leper but have never lived in the same house with a leper and have never associated with lepers” (fig. 5). To defend her uninfected status, Kuula was required to assert her domestic space as clean and to keep herself distinct from certain kin. Twenty-one-year-old Makanui Kanehe had to report more relations, including her husband. Kanehe said in December 1902, “I have had 5 cousins sent to Molokai as lepers and more at home under suspicion who have never been before the board. My husband is here with me for examination.” Kinship—a sustaining set of genealogical, social, and political relations for Hawaiian communities—became cause for suspicion and indictment for the adjudicating medical panel.

If the medical form made visible a patient’s social relations, the clinical photograph offered doctors intimate encounters with a patient’s skin. Suspects entering medical detention were required to submit to narrative interrogation about their closest relations and were also made to expose their bodies and afflicted skin for the medical camera. Non-Western men, women, and children were occasionally imaged nude or partially nude. We see this erotic convention structuring two particular images of young Hawaiian women in 1903, though I have reproduced only the upper portions of these photographs. Twenty-one-year-old Makanui Kanehe covered her breasts with crossed arms, while her shoulders were bared in the shot (fig. 6). Eighteen-year-old Oliwaliili was captured in a three-quarter-length pose that same year, unclothed from the waist up and back turned to the camera, in order to reveal erupted skin on her back (fig. 7). Similar to pornographic images of women from this period, Oliwaliili’s clinical pose in the uncropped original suggestively revealed the outline of one of her breasts. These two images represent a more extensive erotic repertoire in which unclothed patients were posed cupping their genitals and breasts with their hands. Male patients, young and
**Figure 5.** Clinical photograph of Kaulili Kuula, Case 382, April 15, 1904. Hawai‘i State Archives.

**Figure 6.** Clinical photograph of Makanui Kanehe, Case 241, February 5, 1903, cropped from original. Hawai‘i State Archives.

**Figure 7.** Clinical photograph of Oliwaliilii, Case 329, September 11, 1903, cropped from original. Hawai‘i State Archives.
old, were also captured nude or in loincloths in several angles that called attention to their genitals and buttocks. Ari Larissa Heinrich has usefully shown how the medical gaze was conjoined with the erotic gaze in Western doctors’ clinical photographs of Chinese patients during a contemporaneous period in China. Health agents in Hawai‘i similarly exhibited a voyeuristic fascination with skin altered by leprosy and the racial-sexual alterity of their subjects in these photographic portraits.

The mise-en-scène of the leprosy photograph hewed to a particular choreography of poses and exposures, such as arms crossed, fingers spread, or feet flexed to allow the physician to correlate earlier findings. Depending on the affected areas of the body, these poses could be accomplished via full-length nudes, medium shots, or close-up shots of buttocks, thighs, or ulcerated feet. Capturing skin through photography did not necessarily require removal of clothing, but it subjected patients to vulnerable positions before the camera nonetheless. The suspects were posed to reveal skin on their cheeks, backs, chins, hands, or feet, even if their bodies were fully or partially “dressed” with clothing. Hands and feet suffering nerve damage and skin lesions from leprosy became favored subjects of the medical camera in Hawai‘i.

It was Hawaiians who assumed the greatest visibility in this archive of skin, followed by Chinese and Japanese subjects. The clinical exam and visual files became opportunities for physicians to inspect and probe raced and sexed bodies in the guise of dispassionate clinical observation. With labels indicating gender and national background, doctors learned to map race, sex, and gender onto the bodies of those patients variously described, for instance, as a “Chinese” female, “½” Hawaiian male, or a “½ Jap, ½ Hawaiian” female.

Hundreds of images of Hawaiian, Chinese, Filipino, Japanese, and Portuguese suspects at their most exposed, including those identified as racially mixed, were placed in BOH files. Leprosy became visible as racialized and sexualized pathogens as the board focused on Hawaiians and Asians. In this archive of skin, the leprous body and racially Othered bodies became indistinguishable. As the female hysteric, convincingly theorized by Georges Didi-Huberman, was invented via photographic tableaux of “spectacular evidence” in the Salpêtrière Hospital in Paris, so were the figures of leprous Hawaiian and Asian suspects invented in this visual archive of skin.

In contrast, the bodies of white settlers, who were a statistical minority of patients overall, were not the principal objects of eroticized medical stares in the archive. In keeping with the de facto exemption of whites from medical exile to Molokai, the board visualized white suspects as innocent victims of leprosy rather than its agents. When photographed, white European and
American suspects often were imaged according to representational codes that accorded anonymity, privacy, and gendered discretion.

In 1903, the same year that the Hawaiian women Makanui Kanehe and Oliwaliilii (figs. 6 and 7) were seized as suspects, another American woman patient was photographed using a different set of visual conventions. Sixty-one-year-old Sarah Sunter was suspected of leprosy because of shrunken digits on her hand and extensive anesthetic patches (areas without feeling and pain) on both feet and legs. These symptoms were duly notated in her 1903 clinical record. Sunter was addressed with the honorific “Mrs. Sarah Sunter” in her clinical file, although she was divorced. Her hands, with their shrunken and amputated digits, were posed on her chest, in a manner similar to the clinical choreography of contemporaneous Hawaiian and Asian patients (fig. 8). However, another white woman, possibly a nurse or friend, stepped into the frame with a cloth to hide Sunter’s face and shield her identity. With the covering of her face, Sunter’s personhood was uncoupled from her diseased body, allowing her dignity to remain unsullied. Nor did the board photograph her feet, as they did scores of other patients. Thus we view white womanhood through the gendered visual codes of victim; Sunter is figured as the unwitting recipient of disease rather than a culpable source of leprosy. In this settler colonial context, privacy was a deeply racialized privilege available to white women and men of multiple

![Figure 8. Clinical photograph of Mrs. Sarah Sunter, Case 253, March 20, 1903. Hawai’i State Archives.](image)
classes and ranks; it was withheld from Hawaiian suspects of chiefly and nonchiefly status and from Asian immigrant laboring communities. In 1,400 extant photographs in the archive, I have seen no attempt to anonymize or shield the identity of a Hawaiian or Asian woman, man, or child.

Clinical Erotica and Political Capital

The Board of Health’s confidence in photography as a useful scientific and juridical tool was periodically tempered by anxiety over the promiscuous circulation of images of Hawai‘i leprosy patients. It issued occasional missives to ban photography and chastise those who had taken photographs without its permission. When the board learned that “hideous photographs” of patients were being sold to the general public in 1893, it resolved to prohibit all “photographs of lepers” at both the settlement and receiving station, except by express permission of the president of the board. It even considered confiscating photographic equipment in the settlement, including that of resident patients and physicians.

Why would board officials object to the dispersal of images of leprous bodies outside the articulated confines of medical venues? If physicians relied on photography for leprosy diagnosis and empirical documentation, Board of Health members had different priorities. They had vested interests in protecting the plantation and tourist economy of Hawai‘i. Physicians and bacteriologists were usually investigating leprosy as a disease with the object of preventing its spread, while Board of Health members prioritized the preservation of law and order and the economic investments of the white settler oligarchy. By the 1893 overthrow of the Hawaiian Kingdom, board membership comprised equal numbers of physicians and lay members. It was also increasingly dominated by wealthy white settlers like the attorney general, plantation owners, mercantilists, businessmen, and lawyers.

Leprosy photographs, like the bodies they indexed, associated the danger of leprous infection with the Hawaiian Islands, threatening Hawai‘i’s economic development, white settlement, and image culture. Significantly, Hawai‘i’s developing tourist economy was attached to the visual economy of an “imagined intimacy” between alluring Hawaiian women hosts and white guests. In 1902, the new territorial government created the Hawaii Promotion Committee to promote tourism; its brochures relied on scenic photographs of white guests enjoying lu‘au (Hawaiian feasts) and panoramic vistas. Absent from this tourist media, however, was leprosy, which would have darkened Hawai‘i’s reputation as a supposed paradise of the Pacific. Leprous bodies were constantly referred to as repulsive by white
settlers, including physicians. Board physician Fitch called them “rotting festering loathsome persons” unfit to be seen in civil society.51

Visiting writers and physicians also publicly worried about leprosy in the potential Pacific territory and its spread to the United States. American physician and syphilis expert Prince A. Morrow visited the Molokai settlement in 1889 and cautioned strenuously against Hawai‘i’s annexation by the United States because of leprosy. Morrow wrote, “When it is considered that more than ten per cent of the Hawaiian race are affected with leprosy it becomes a serious question as to what will be the effect of the absorption of this tainted population upon the health interests of this country.”52 Another travel writer cast Hawai‘i as a “Garden of Eden,” but a garden with a serpent, a shadow, and a “skeleton” in its closet. He concluded, “Hawai‘i’s skeleton is the leper; its closet grim Molokai.”53

The Board of Health continued to photograph all leprosy suspects at the Kalihi detention hospital, amassing thousands of individual patient images. Yet it maintained tight control over these clinical photographs in order to keep the loathsome bodies of leprosy patients sequestered from the paradisiacal image culture of Hawai‘i. Board restrictions of patient photographs were the most vigorous between the 1893 overthrow of the Hawaiian monarchy and 1898 annexation by the United States, when Hawai‘i’s territorial status was liminal and actively debated.54 Yet after Hawai‘i was formally incorporated as territory in 1900, the board relaxed its visual interdictions, and the archive of skin became a valuable and convenient asset for physicians and politicians alike. As it circulated as clinical erotica to select audiences, the archive allowed the viewing pleasure of policy makers and experts and served as a vital political resource.

Patient photographs were made to perform long after they were taken, despite official concerns over their illicit circulation and sale. These photographs elicited fear, shock, and voyeuristic pleasure useful for political arguments. Following US annexation, the Board of Health sought federal funds for the care of its nearly nine hundred leprosy patients kept under medical isolation in the territory. The territory’s best strategy for wringing resources and money out of the federal government was leprosy. As medical historian O. A. Bushnell put it, “What more fearsome thing could they show [Uncle Sam] than a leper?”55

In 1904, the president of the Hawai‘i Board of Health, Dr. Charles B. Cooper, brought a large collection of clinical photographs to Washington, DC. These photographs of Hawai‘i leprosy patients showed “disease in various forms and in its different stages.” As Cooper made his rounds in Washington to lobby for leprosy funding, he displayed his photographs in large albums and as single shots.56 He took them to a conference of health officers from US Public Health and Marine Hospital Service, the federal
agency responsible for instituting quarantine. There, Cooper exhibited “photographs of lepers” during his presentation on the isolation of patients on Molokai. 57 He also met with Surgeon General Wyman, the highest-ranking medical officer in the United States, to discuss a research experiment station on Molokai that would investigate a leprosy cure.

The attendees’ responses were revealing: “The entire collection aroused a very lively interest among the physicians present. . . . The physicians and health officers made many demands upon Dr. Cooper for copies of certain of those photographs.” The men’s erotic appetite is suggested by this scene of arousal. The images were not readily available outside of Hawai’i at the time. 58 Distributed only to a select number of viewers, the photographs were an erotic resource that Cooper purveyed for political consideration.

Cooper in all likelihood curated his photographic exhibit from the Board of Health archive, a stable and convenient source of images to which he would have had immediate access. While we do not have a record of the exact photographs he exhibited, the photographs were likely similar to, if not the same as, those of four Hawai’i patients published within a 1902 US Senate report about the prevention of leprosy in the United States. 59 The four photographs of Hawai’i leprosy patients in this report were originally taken during their 1898 detention in Honolulu. They were of patients displaying visually arresting leprosy symptoms, including an eighteen-year-old Hawaiian woman, Halauwai (fig. 9); Kaupe, a fifty-year-old Hawaiian woman

---

**Figure 9.** “No. 2. Anaesthetic Leprosy—Loss of Fingers and Toes,” published in United States Senate Committee on Public Health and National Quarantine report on leprosy in the United States, 1902. Its subject is Halauwai, Case 05172, age 18, whose clinical photograph was taken in Hawai’i on May 11, 1898.
whose breasts were exposed; a sixty-three-year-old Portuguese man, Juan de Freitas; and a seventeen-year-old Hawaiian man, Henry K. Apolo. Each photograph was printed on a full page at the back of the report, identified only by their clinical symptoms. Nearly hidden within dry administrative prose about medical quarantine, the photographs offered an intimate, voyeuristic peek at leprosy in racialized bodies: clawed hands, missing toes and fingers, facial lesions, and large breasts with mottled skin. Considering the excited response to Cooper’s exhibit—an audience that clamored for copies—one can conclude that Cooper chose to bring similar kinds of photographs with somatic deformities that shocked and titillated his viewers.

Cooper left prints of his photographs with Surgeon General Wyman, the official he most needed in his corner. Wyman backed the territorial request, and in 1905 Congress passed legislation funding the US Leprosy Investigation Station on Molokai. The congressional appropriation had material effects: it resulted in further biomedical experimentation on Hawaiian patients and their imaging by American physicians at the federal station on Molokai.

**Ethnographic Medicine and Racial-Sexual Types**

As the photographic archive provided rich material for health authorities to draw upon, so too, did medical writers dip into it regularly to highlight clinical cases and the practice of leprosy segregation. When the colonial medical file traveled to transnational medical contexts, the article stripped the patient’s specific medical history and resignified the clinical image as a racial-sexual pathological type. The original clinical file embedded the patient in a particular location and time, notating names, dates, family histories, and symptoms. However, the articles represented the clinical image as an ethnographic icon of tropical leprosy and the degraded native. I offer here two examples of medical print culture that merged ethnography with medical illustration.

An occasional American tourist and physician J. Christopher O’Day had difficulty gaining access to the Molokai settlement because the board wished to strictly limit publicity of leprosy. After several years of entreaties, O’Day was allowed to visit Molokai only after operating successfully on the son of a prominent Hawaiian politician. O’Day proceeded to publish accounts of his tour to the Molokai leprosy colony in US medical journals between 1911 and 1919. In these articles and other illustrated lectures delivered to American audiences, O’Day offered narrative and visual portraits of patients in the colony, bridging the ethnographic and the medical.
He argued that leprosy was “not a contagious nor an infectious disease,” sympathizing with the pathetic experience of these “poor outcasts” whose children were taken from them. Nevertheless, his articles sensationalized the disease using copious images of leprous bodies. Equipped with clinical images of patients from the colonial archive, O’Day chose two patients with dramatically altered bodies to represent “typical” leprosy patients (figs. 10 and 11). Nodules on these subjects’ cheeks, brows, and foreheads were highly visible.

**Figure 10.** Clinical photograph of Puaiku Iokepa, Case 760, April 16, 1908, age 15. Published as “Inmate of the leper colony. Hawaiian boy, age 17, Typical tubercular leprosy,” in J. Christopher O’Day, “A Visit to the Leper Colony of Molokai, Hawaii,” *Urologic and Cutaneous Review* 19, no. 5 (May 1915).

**Figure 11.** Clinical photograph of Mari Goto, Case 755, April 16, 1908, published as “Inmate of the leper colony. Half Chinese and Hawaiian woman, Tubercular leprosy,” in O’Day, “A Visit to the Leper Colony of Molokai, Hawaii.”
Not only was each inmate’s photograph captioned with the type of leprous infection but each patient was also identified by race and gender. The first image was a “Hawaiian boy, age 17, Typical tubercular leprosy,” and the second photograph captioned “Half Chinese and Hawaiian woman. Tubercular leprosy.” Untethered from the archive, medical photographs like these were implicitly ethnographic and instructional. They staged racial-sexual pathology in the guise of medical illustration. The photographs encouraged viewers to peer at racial and gender difference made spectacular on the surface of the skin: the racialized body imaged as a horrific pathogen.

Ironically, despite the author’s attempt to offer ethnographic scrutiny and authority, the woman patient identified as “half Chinese and Hawaiian” was, in fact, neither Chinese nor Hawaiian. Her name was Mari Goto, a Japanese immigrant laboring on or near the Wahiawa plantation on O‘ahu. When she was seized and exiled in 1908, Goto was thirty years old and married. The “Hawaiian boy” who stood as the visual example of tubercular leprosy was not seventeen, as described, but a fifteen-year-old named Puaiku Iokepa. He had been apprehended with his father and older brother in Kawaihae, Hawai‘i, in 1908, and he had one sister who had already been exiled to the Molokai colony. Yet these discrepancies mattered little—Goto and Iokepa’s mediated images were still associated with the infectious peril of leprosy emanating from Hawai‘i.

Western doctors working in Hawai‘i offered even more elaborate cultural ethnographies to explain the physical and moral decay of their patients. Writing as a BOH physician posted on Maui, the American Edward S. Goodhue offered an insider’s view of those indigent natives, Chinese, “negroes,” and “stray individuals from all countries” affected by social and sexual chaos and terrible diseases in Hawai‘i. In a lushly illustrated 1900 *Journal of American Medicine* piece called “The Physician in Hawaii,” Goodhue positioned the white physician as an underpaid savior encountering the immoral choices and unclean habits of his Hawai‘i patients. He provided brief ethnographic sketches of the strange and smelly Japanese and Chinese laborers who lived surrounded by refuse and pickled vegetables on sugar plantation tenements. One of his most confounding patients was a young and immodest “Native girl” who became pregnant after a sexual liaison with the scion of a good white family. Goodhue attended the birth of the illegitimate child and provided counsel to the mother, ultimately concluding that his “effort at reforming native girls was rather a failure.”

The unruly crossing of racial, sex, and class boundaries in the islands, as suggested by the baby’s birth, could produce loathsome bodily decay in the form of contagious disease, it was thought. When the article appeared in this leading medical journal in 1900, Hawai‘i was already globally famous for harboring leprosy. Though Goodhue makes but a passing reference to
leprosy in the islands, the unnerving images embedded in his piece are those of two Hawaiian leprosy patients (fig. 12). These photographs are the only clinical portraits in the article, appearing among ethnographic scenes of Hawaiians preparing cooked taro root and sitting by their grass houses.

Goodhue relied on two of the earliest images from the Hawai‘i leprosy archive to link race, gender, infection, and deformity. The production of these particular photographs was well documented when the Board of Health commissioned them in 1878. A Honolulu-based photographer, Henry L. Chase, had been hired by the board to photograph twelve patients during its inspection visit to the original Kalawao, Molokai, colony. Chase produced twelve wet-plate negatives of advanced leprosy cases during this trip. Per his contract, Chase was not allowed to make additional prints of the negatives without the explicit permission of the board president, and this restrictive agreement was even published in the daily Honolulu newspaper.67

Yet twenty-two years after the portraits were first taken, they reappeared side by side in a major medical journal to bolster Goodhue’s study of Hawaiians as a doomed and deformed people. The woman is blind and her hands

---

**Figure 12.** Clinical photographs of two Hawaiian leprosy patients published in E. S. Goodhue, “The Physician in Hawai‘i,” *Journal of American Medical Association* 34 (January 20, 1900). The original photographs were taken by Henry L. Chase in 1878.
are missing their fingers; the second patient, a man, holds swollen hands to his chest, and nodules have erupted across his face. No further textual explanation was necessary, for these leprosy images attached stunning somatic disability and difference to Goodhue’s narrative depictions of the improvident and morally suspect behavior of Hawaiians. The racial-sexual pathology of Hawai‘i’s people thus manifested on the surface of the epidermis and the photographic grain.

After territorial incorporation in 1900, photographs from the Hawai‘i leprosy archive surfaced with greater frequency in prominent medical journals and public health reports. Photographs in medical journals were also appearing more regularly by 1900 because of technological developments; they were far less costly to print. Board of Health officials permitted the publication of some clinical photographs, granting access to physicians, scientists, and health officials in the continental United States. Years after the original clinical photographs were shot at Kalihi Hospital, they were reissued in publications like the Journal of American Medical Association (1903), United States Naval Medical Bulletin (1912), American Medicine (1913), New York Medical Journal (1913), and U.S. Public Health Bulletin (1924). These publications were not only seen by readers in the United States but were also read and discussed by scientists in Europe, Japan, and the Philippines.

Doctors also created slide presentations on leprosy and public health using clinical images from Hawai‘i. The voyeuristic image of the young Hawaiian woman Oliwaliilii (fig. 7), along with several other clinical patient photographs from Hawai‘i, was featured in Dr. George McCoy’s lantern-slide collection. McCoy was a director of the federal Leprosy Investigation Station in Hawai‘i and later became head of the Hygienic Laboratory of the US Public Health Service, now the National Institutes of Health. These images usually lacked attribution to their origin in the Hawai‘i government hospital, but they still identified patients by their race and/or gender (that is, “Part Hawaiian, age 13”; “girl aged 8 years”). Some, like William Eli Hodge, a Hawaiian boy originally captured in 1902, made multiple appearances in print in 1912 and 1913 (fig. 13).

What was the net effect of detaching photographs from the leprosy archive and displaying them in American medical print culture? Whereas individual patients in Hawai‘i had been inspected, photographed, and cataloged for potential incarceration and tracking of suspects, the appearance of clinical cases in national and transnational media resignified individual cases as a broader racial-sexual contagion emerging from the Hawaiian Islands. More than signifying a generic “tropical pathology,” these clinical images visually mapped leprosy onto bodies specifically from Hawai‘i. Individual patients were made highly visible, yet evaporated into racial-
gendered types from Hawai‘i who were darker skinned and often deformed and disabled. In the guise of a clinically neutral gaze, photographs instructed clinicians to “see” race and sexual difference as attached to disease and bodily decay. Thus, I suggest, the leprous body and the racialized body melted into one. In the 1940s, sulfone antibiotics were established as a cure for leprosy, but medical atlases and textbooks continued to utilize leprosy photographs taken in Hawai‘i to illustrate the “presulfone era.” At least until 1976, one canonical tropical disease atlas relied on clinical photographs originally taken in 1931 of a “13 year old Hawaiian” boy with advanced lepromatous leprosy and extreme deformities. For nearly a century, images of leprosy had been sealed to nonnormative Hawaiian corporeality.

**Conclusion: Affective Excess**

As the Board of Health organized its archive of native and immigrant populations into knowable and manageable collectives and dispersed them to new audiences, the photographs within these files also unwittingly unsettled this process with what I call *affective excess.* The process of visual identification and prediction was more aspirational than actualized by the Board of Health, not only because of epistemological and methodological
weaknesses internal to the archival process. What was it like to sit on the other side of the medical lens and be captured? Patient performances in front of the medical camera disrupted the exposure of surveillance and suggest meanings and relationships that exceed the frame. Medical photographs, despite their archival authority, did not uniformly support the interpretation of its subjects as loathsome, threatening suspects. Patients appropriated clinical photographic settings and poses for their own discrepant authorizing systems.

British and German anthropologists attempted to visually capture and measure races of men beginning in the 1870s. They recommended rigid anthropometric systems for photographing native subjects in the nineteenth century, including photographing them nude against a measuring grid in full-length frontal and side views. In his criminological practice of imaging somatic difference, Alphonse Bertillon recommended consistent camera focal length, even lighting, and a fixed distance for criminal identification portraits in Paris. Photographers at the leprosy receiving station, however, were not trained in physical anthropology, criminology, or medical photography; they did not consistently conform to uniform settings. In fact, the professionals hired by the Board of Health were local studio photographers; each could have been one of about sixty working in Hawai‘i at the turn of the century. Even so, the photographers incorporated some visual anthropological conventions, such as positioning the body for maximum exposure, in the documentary works made for the BOH.

Yet other clinical images resemble commercial studio portraits available to working-class and more affluent people in Hawai‘i. Subjects without obvious markings were allowed to keep their clothes on and pose with a range of significant adornments. For many Hawaiians and immigrant workers, this would be their first experience of being photographed. The sitting was not always an abject experience. Some patients offered oblique looks. Others look straight at the camera; others off to the side. Some smiled, while others seemed to flirt with the camera. Though expected to reveal their bodies and diseased parts for the camera, suspects also insisted on adorning their bodies in discrepant ways. Men and women of all classes and birthrights often dressed their finest for the camera: men wore suits and women their best dresses and jewelry, even if they were required to remove some clothing for the photograph.

A Hawaiian patient exiled to Molokai around 1920 elaborated on the relationship between being photographed and being declared a “leper”: “Even though we were poor, my father said he wanted me to be dressed nicely when I was taken to Kalihi to be declared a leper. They took my picture for the official record of the Board of Health wearing that new suit of clothes. When the picture was taken, my father broke down again and cried. So, I became
a leper." From the perspective of this patient, the memory of the photographic moment merged both the pain of being rendered socially dead and the loving care of his father to have him look his best in the photograph.

Photographs in the leprosy archive reveal the emergence of such affective care within visual economies of abjection and objectification. More than a repressive site of knowledge production or thanatopolitics, they also perform as “affective archives,” or archives animated by desires, attachments, and feelings that may be ephemeral and prone to forgetting. Not simply pieces of scientific evidence, these photographs represented a chance for patients to maintain their personhood apart from the signification of bodily distress.

Within the leprosy archive are examples of patients socializing the alienating experiences of disease and the clinic. These six images of leprosy suspects were taken on the same intake day, September 11, 1903 (figs. 14–19). Inmates who had completed their medical examinations were usually photographed in succession on a single day. They had arrived from districts on several islands and were admitted to the receiving station on different days. They are not related to each other, nor do they appear to have known each other prior to their encounters. On that day, however, they all dressed themselves for the camera and perhaps even helped each other prepare for their medical portraits.

In them, the patients wear lei po‘o (head lei) or lei ‘awapuhi, strands of fresh ginger blossoms (Hedychium coronarium) around their necks. Although they are made to reveal afflicted parts, such as the ulcerated hands and feet of Herman Kuhilani, for the camera (fig. 14), the flowers radiate within the frame. The lei disrupts the encounter between patient and omniscient physician by inserting other affective relationships. Though suspects were not allowed to see or touch their family members while under medical arrest, family or friends may have brought them to the station, or they may have woven lei from flowers cultivated on the hospital grounds.

Lei are a Hawaiian adornment for the head and the body, but they are not simply ornamental. They are placed on heads and over the shoulders, parts of the body that contain mana or sacred power. Giving lei, then, bestows respect and honor upon the adorned body. Acts of giving and wearing lei are further suggestive of affective labor, care, and touch. The lei ‘awapuhi (figs. 14, 16, 17, 18) were strung together by hand from fresh blossoms that must also be handpicked, usually in the evening hours when the buds are just beginning to open. Crafting these heavy garlands would have taken hundreds of blossoms and many hours of careful work.

Furthermore, lei must be given and received through close contact, often with an embrace or honi (nose to nose contact)—acts verboten between “clean” and “leprous” bodies because of potential contagion and social
prohibitions. The Hawaiian saying, “E lei no au i ko aloha” (I will wear your love as a wreath), communicates the _aloha_, or love, associated with giving and receiving _lei_. Variations of this refrain are woven through hula repertoire and numerous _mele_ (songs) in the twentieth century. The abundant draping of
lei on leprous bodies suggests that Hawaiians were more than willing to care for and touch afflicted bodies, and in contradistinction to Western medicine and law, to view them as beautiful. Unlike Westerners, they did not view leprosy as disfiguring, loathsome, or repulsive.

Hawaiians continually demonstrated that the body was worthy of respect and affection after a diagnosis of leprosy. Among its several names, Hawaiians

**Figure 16.** Clinical photograph of Hattie Kekai, alias Kamakanui, Case 322, September 11, 1903, age 24. Hawai‘i State Archives.

**Figure 17.** Clinical photograph of Kealaaea (Nalau), Case 323, September 11, 1903, age 18. Hawai‘i State Archives.
called leprosy “ma‘i ho‘oka‘awale ‘ohana,” or the disease that separated families, because it removed the sick from their communities. Yet, if it was a “separating disease,” Hawaiians did everything they could to restore social intimacies. They continued to provide intimate care and to live with each other against the specific admonishments of government agents. Some hid their kin from


authorities or refused to report symptoms, while others chose to accompany their loved ones to the leprosy colony as unpaid kokua (caregivers).85

Perhaps this leprosy archive is not so different from other colonial archives in betraying its anxieties and indexing its own failures.86 The affective and sensory excess of the photographs disrupts the criminality of these visual profiles. The lei in the photographs are not Barthesian punctum; while they may mobilize and arouse the viewer, they do not offer a masculinist “prick” of the image, nor do they wound.87 Rather, they offer affective excess, suffusing the image with ephemeral scents. The photograph could not capture the fragrance of these flowers and the bountiful affection shared between the inmates that day. Anyone who has ever worn such lei knows that lei ‘awapuhi are fragile and ephemeral, lasting at most a day before their blossoms wither. But to those who gifted them and those who wore them, this transient nature likely mattered little; the lei would have been treasured for their onaona (sweet fragrance) and the enduring love they signified.88

These strands of ginger blossoms would have filled the clinic with perfume, offering a sensory experience of the wet valleys that produce them. For thirteen-year-old Cecelia Kalili Naea (fig. 18), who hailed from such a lush locale, Kapena in Nu’uanu Valley, the scent would have recalled her own home and her kin, just a few miles away from the clinic.89 Because of the apparent similarity of the lei in this series of photographs, the six may have shared the garlands, perhaps passing them on to one another before each was photographed separately. Their portraits, then, documented each individual patient’s imminent emergence as a criminal suspect, as well as the growing bonds with one another—a new collectivity born out of violent dislocation. These gestures within and just outside the frame were acts of love, connection, and farewell prior to exile. The photographs anticipate the affective possibilities of touch and physical proximity that patients would experience and recreate in communities at the leprosy settlement.

Notes

Note on terminology: “Hansen’s disease” became the term preferred by patients and their advocates in the 1960s; they also repudiated the stigmatizing pejorative “leper.” I choose to use “leprosy” when situating Hansen’s disease in any historical period prior to this shift and limit the use of “leper” to references in historical sources or a specific historical context.
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4. The total number apprehended is not known, but between seven and eight thousand patients were sentenced and removed to an isolated settlement on the island of Molokai between 1866 and 1969, the formal period of leprosy segregation. The number of suspects apprehended was likely much larger.

5. The leprosy segregation law was lifted in 1969, but an elderly patient community continues to reside by choice at the Kalaupapa settlement, which is now managed by the State of Hawai‘i Department of Health and the US National Park Service. Hansen’s disease patient-residents organized and lobbied to establish Kalaupapa as a National Historical Park in 1980. Patients who were exiled pre-1969 are entitled by state law to receive medical care at Kalaupapa for the rest of their natural lives.

6. Although Hawai‘i was not a formal colony of the United States until 1900, its subordination to the United States had begun decades earlier through settler colonization, trade, and economic policies that led to the 1887 Bayonet Constitution, the 1893 overthrow of the Hawaiian kingdom, and illegal annexation by the United States in 1898.

7. In this essay, I use the term “Hawaiian” to refer to Kanaka Maoli, or the indigenous people of the Hawaiian archipelago. Signifying indigeneity, “Hawaiian” does not reference Hawai‘i as a place of residence, but signals a genealogical relationship to the ‘āina (land). The first patients exiled to the Molokai settlement in 1866 all were Hawaiian. However, the number of exiled foreigners increased as more arrived in the islands. Between 1901 and 1920, for example, between 79 and 94 percent of those exiled were Hawaiians, with the largest foreign populations usually represented by Portuguese, Chinese, Japanese, Koreans, and Filipinos. Those categorized “English” and “American” or from Western European countries (e.g., “Belgian,” “German”) constituted the smallest groups. With increased racial mixing in Hawai‘i in the early twentieth century, the Board of Health disaggregated “Hawaiians” and “Part Hawaiians,” but I include both in the category of “Hawaiian,” as was the preferred practice of Kanaka Maoli. For a sample of these racialized national statistics, see *Report of the President of the Board of Health of the Territory of Hawaii for the Eighteen Months Ending December 31, 1902* (Honolulu, 1903), 268; *Report of the President of the Board of Health of the Territory of Hawaii for the Twelve Months Ended June 30, 1915* (Honolulu, 1915), 42; and *Report of the Governor of Hawaii to the Secretary of the Interior* (Washington, DC, 1920), 633.

8. Although there is recent research suggesting that some individuals may have a genetic susceptibility to infection, about 95 percent of people exposed to the bacteria will not develop the disease because their immune system will fight the infection.

10. There is considerable debate about the correct spelling and pronunciation of Molokai, but I have chosen to spell it without the ‘okina, or glottal stop. The authoritative Hawaiian work Place Names of Hawaii by Pukui and Elbert spells the island as “Moloka’i” with an ‘okina or glottal stop, but Molokai elder Harriet Ne pronounced and spelled it without an ‘okina. Edward Halealoha Ayau, Ne’s grandson, was told by Ne that the name shifted to “Moloka’i” in the 1930s because musicians began pronouncing it this way. Mary Kawena Pukui called Ne to correct the island’s spelling to Molokai; Pukui also determined that Molokai means “the gathering of the ocean waters.” Mary Kawena Pukui and Samuel H. Elbert, Place Names of Hawaii and Supplement to the Third Edition of the Hawaiian-English Dictionary (Honolulu, 1966), 20. Harriet Ne, Tales of Molokai: The Voice of Harriet Ne (Lāʻie, HI, 1992), vi.

11. While photographs may have been incorporated into leprosy segregation practices in other global sites by the mid-twentieth century, patient photographs in Hawai‘i appear to form the largest and earliest visual archive of leprosy created and managed by a colonial government. A class-action lawsuit filed in 2016 by Hansen’s disease patients against the Japanese government notes that photographs were part of some patient documentation and incarceration after World War II. Justin McCurry, “‘Like Entering a Prison’: Japan’s Leprosy Sufferers Reflect on Decades of Pain,” Guardian, April 13, 2016.


13. See, for example, Michele T. Moran, Colonizing Leprosy: Imperialism and the Politics of Public Health in the United States (Chapel Hill, 2007); Kerri A. Inglis, Ma‘i Lepera: Disease and Displacement in Nineteenth-Century Hawai‘i (Honolulu, 2013); and Bashford, Imperial Hygiene. One notable exception is Nancy Leys Stepan, Picturing Tropical Nature (Ithaca, 2001), which analyzes the terrifying optics of tropical diseases like elephantiasis for Western viewers as the field of tropical medicine became institutionalized. Sander A. Gilman, Disease and Representation: Images of Illness from Madness to AIDS (Ithaca, 1988), remains a pioneering model for making visual culture central to histories of medicine. Most recently, the forum of the Bulletin of the History of Medicine 89, no. 2 (2015), “Beyond Illustrations: Doing Anatomy with Images and Objects,” guest edited by Carin Berkowitz and Eva Åhrén, centers the visualization of anatomy and disease in historical analysis of medical science.

15. At the Kalaupapa settlement, National Park Service cultural anthropologist and patient descendant Ka’ohulani McGuire and University of Hawai‘i-Mānoa Department of Native Hawaiian Health physician Kalani Brady have been generous and sensitive interlocutors about the visual culture of Hansen’s disease. With their ongoing input and extensive consultations with historian Noelani Arista, I have avoided republishing images that patient descendants may find offensive. These decisions are further shaped by recent works in the history of medicine that refrain from the refiguration of human subjects. Julie Livingston, in *Improvising Medicine: An African Oncology Ward in an Emerging Cancer Epidemic* (Durham, NC, 2012), does not use or publish photographs of Batswana cancer patients, but deliberates narratively on the visual nature of cancer and its treatment. Lisa O’Sullivan and Ross L. Jones, discussing Aboriginal Australian fetuses that were utilized as anatomical specimens, do not reproduce the image of the fetus in their article, acknowledging the ethics and politics of biomedical knowledge production, including Australian museological protocols about the display of Indigenous remains. “Two Australian Fetuses: Frederic Wood Jones and the Work of an Anatomical Specimen,” *Bulletin of the History of Medicine* 89, no. 2 (2015): 245.

16. The placing of *lei* on every grave marker at Kalaupapa at an annual commemoration is one recent example of community members honoring those who lived and died at the settlement.

17. Much of the Board of Health’s collection of patient clinical records is either missing or was never transferred to the State of Hawai‘i archives.

18. Photographs of leprosy patients were taken at Board of Health centers possibly as early as 1881, when the American physician George Fitch became head of the Kaka‘ako Branch Hospital. Clinical intake photographs of leprosy patients at Kaka‘ako were produced as trial evidence in a libel trial initiated by Dr. Fitch in 1883, suggesting that the photographic practice began as early as 1881 or 1882.

19. In the 1880s, approximately 10 percent of Hawaiian government revenue went to the Board of Health, and more than 50 percent of the board’s budget was allocated to leprosy care and treatment. Inglis, *Ma‘i Lepera*, 67, citing Gavan Daws, *Holy Man: Father Damien of Molokai* (Honolulu, 1989), 126.

20. Stanley Burns observes that photographs were used for patient consultation in the United States in the late 1850s. American doctors made and used daguerreotypes for clinical purposes beginning in the late 1840s. Stanley Burns, “The Daguerrean Era,” in *Early Medical Photography in America, 1839–1883* (New York, 1983), 1263, 1267. While not specifying its application for the study of leprosy, the physician Boardman Reed advocated theoptic truth of the camera in 1889. He wrote that photographs provided the “best of all records” for medical cases, such as facial paralysis, spinal curvature, hip-joint disease, and marked skin disease. They would be useful for “future reference” and diagnosis. Boardman Reed, “Why Physicians Should Cultivate Photography,” *Medical Record* 36 (1889): 514–15.

21. *Biennial Report of the President of the Board of Health to the Legislature of the Hawaiian Kingdom, Session of 1890* (Honolulu, 1890), 9. The hospital to which I refer in the essay is Kalihi Hospital and Detention Station, which operated between 1865–1875 and 1889–1949. A separate facility in Kaka‘ako, the Branch Hospital and Receiving Station, opened in 1881 and closed in 1888.


23. Volume 7 (Minutes of the Board of Health, 1853–1983), 186, Series 259, HSA.

24. Section 4 of the 1865 Act to Prevent the Spread of Leprosy reads: “The Board of Health is authorized to make such arrangements for the establishment of
a Hospital, where leprous patients in the incipient stages may be treated in
order to attempt a cure, and the said Board and its agents shall have full power
to discharge all such patients as it shall deem cured, and to send to a place of
isolation contemplated in Sections one and two of this Act, all such patients as
shall be considered incurable or capable of spreading the disease of leprosy”;
Supplement, Leprosy In Hawaii, Extracts from Reports of Presidents of The Board of
Health, Government Physicians and Others, and from Official Records: In Regard To
Leprosy Before and After The Passage of The Act to Prevent the Spread of Leprosy,
Approved January 3rd, 1865: The Laws and Regulations In Regard to Leprosy In The
Hawaiian Kingdom (Honolulu, 1886), 8–10.
25. Decisions Rendered by the Supreme Court of the Hawaiian Islands: Admiralty, Criminal,
Divorce, Equity, Law and Probate. July Term, 1883, to October Term, 1886, Inclusive.
Hawaiian Reports (Honolulu, 1887), 5:162–67.
26. Biennial Report of the President of the Board of Health to the Legislature of the Hawaiian
Kingdom, Session of 1892 (Honolulu, 1892), 29; The Molokai Settlement (Honolulu,
1907), 13. The leprosy settlement was first located at Kalawao, on the eastern
side of a peninsula in north Molokai. It moved in the early 1900s to Kalaulapapa
on the western side of the peninsula. As this essay spans a period when one or
both locations were operative, my term “Molokai settlement” is inclusive of
Kalawao and Kalaulapapa sites.
27. According to Board of Health reports and the statistical snapshot provided by
officials, anyone rounded up for these health examinations was far likelier to be
declared a “leper” than to be released as a “suspect” or “not a leper.” Biennial
Report of the President of the Board of Health to the Legislature of the Hawaiian
Kingdom, Session of 1888 (Honolulu, 1888), 9. For example, 368 people were exam-
ined in 1888, and of these, 304 were declared “lepers,” 42 were “suspects,” and
22 were not lepers. It is unclear whether 368 was the total number examined in
1888 or within a shorter period. As of 1907, a suspect who later showed negative
bacteriological readings had his or her photograph stamped “not a leper” and
was discharged.
28. Stoler has called archives “commitments to paper” in Along the Archival Grain, 1.
The US Army inserted bodies in its archive in the 1890s, using an abbreviated
version of Alphonse Bertillon’s criminal identification system from the 1880s.
The Army medical officer filled out a card noting the color of the soldier’s hair
and eyes, as well as any scars. However, it was too complicated and time-
consuming for the army to include photographs. Anderson, “The Case of the
Archive,” 542. Bertillon’s system used photographs but preferred a narrativized
physical description. Simon A. Cole, Suspect Identities: A History of Fingerprinting
and Criminal Identification (Cambridge, MA, 2001), 43, 47–48. Anna Pegler-
Gordon has analyzed the US federal government’s utilization of photographs
to regulate Chinese immigration from 1875 to the 1920s in her book In Sight of
29. See for instance, Biennial Report 1888, 9. For example, the BOH passed a reso-
lution in 1887 requiring the judgment of at least three competent physicians for
someone to be sent to the leprosy settlement. In 1888, the board’s official
physicians consisted of two physicians in active practice in Honolulu. These
men had the authority to pronounce someone leprous and to dispatch him/her to the settlement. By 1892, the medical group responsible for examining
suspects increased to five men (Biennial Report 1892, 29). By 1907, the Board of
Health had adopted the language of rights and asserted that its examination
rules protected the rights of the suspected patient. The Molokai Settlement, 12.

31. Volume 5, Box 3 (Clinical Records, 1896–1897), Series 260, HSA.
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